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13 Appendix 4 Checking the Alignment of a Blind Spot Safety Mirror 
under Maintenance 

 
Introduction 
 
The below guide is intended for maintenance engineers attending site to check the 
alignment of the Blind Spot Safety Mirror.  There is a separate guide to installing the 
mirrors on new installations. 
 
The guide also details other tasks/checks that should be carried out under general 
maintenance. 
 
Background  
 
Blind Spot Safety Mirrors are designed to improve the visibility of cyclists that have 
entered a large good vehicle (LGV) driver’s near side blind spot, thus reducing the 
risk of a collision between cyclists and LGVs, particularly when the LGV is turning 
left. These roadside safety mirrors have been installed at key junctions, primarily on 
the Barclays Cycle Superhighway routes. 
 
Maintenance Tasks to be Carried Out During Inspection 
 

• Check bracket for damage/wear and tear – replace if necessary and report 
nature of the problem. 

 
• Check fixings for degradation/rust – the brackets are fitted using a standard 

bracket kit of parts. 
 

• Clean mirror – if it is easier the mirror can be popped out of the red housing 
using a flat head screwdriver.    

 
• Replace mirror if it is scratched, cracked or defaced and this cannot be 

repaired by cleaning or simple maintenance.  It is acceptable for minor cracks 
to be on the mirror so long as they don't impede the overall visibility an HGV 
has of the cyclist or vice versa.  If it is decided not to replace the mirror it will 
need to be reported that it was considered.  
 

• There are spare bracket and mirrors already delivered to the install company’s 
warehouse or soon to be available as free issue equipment from stores.  

 
• Check alignment of mirror – please see the guide below on how to do this. 

 
The below diagram shows how the left to right angle should be adjusted and where it 
should be pointing towards the offside corner of the lorry  
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Figure 1 Mirror Aligning – During the testing, the mirror is pointed at the 
nearside corner of the LVG (the intersection of the stop line and outside edge 
of cycle lane) and the optimum pitch angle has been calculated as 2.08 meters 
above the intersection of the stop-line and cycle lane 
From the Cyclists View – Cyclist should be able to see Driver in the cab of their 
lorry.  As can be seen in the photo there is a car currently at the stop line.  It can be 
imagined that a heavy goods vehicle driver will be in this position but slightly higher 
up than the driver of the car.  If there was a lorry here, the cyclist would still be able 
to see the driver in their cab.  This mirror is aligned correctly. 

Angle of visibility 
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 Photo E 

Photo F 

From the lorry driver’s view – the driver should be able to see the cyclist waiting in 
the ASL area or approaching along the stop line.  Again, it needs to be imagined the 
aligner is slightly higher, but they should be able to see everything contained within 
the cycle lane and in the vicinity. 
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	1 Purpose
	This guidance note provides a framework covering how individual parts of the Traffic Signals Periodic Inspection (P.I.) should be carried out, from the perspective of the P.I. engineer and any person carrying out an audit of the P.I.

	2 Background / Scope
	The below is to be inspected as part of a FULL AND PARTIAL inspection
	F1 | P1 Are all aspects working and clearly visible?

	3 Visual Inspection
	F1 | P1 Are all aspects working and clearly visible?
	a) Check that all aspects are working and are correctly illuminated.
	b) Check that all of the aspects are clearly visible and are not obscured by other street furniture. When carrying out this check it is likely that this will be done from the pavement so factor in objects which appear to be obscuring the signals from ...
	F2 | P2 Are all aspects correctly aligned?
	a) When checking that all aspects are correctly aligned, ensure it is not just the obvious that is checked. Consider out of Alignments where the aspects may be facing the wrong direction.
	b) Ensure that aspect is aligned correctly for its intended purpose. For example, a secondary signal head on a Single Pelican located on the offside footway (on the right for approaching traffic) should be angled in towards the stop line.
	See Appendix 1 for photos and further explanation.
	F3 | P3  Are the cut away hoods in good condition and aligned correctly?
	a) Consult the ‘Notes’ section of the SLD. This will identify the poles have these hoods fitted.  Once this has been verified, check the condition of the hoods and that they are correctly aligned
	F4 | P4  Are the tunnel hoods in good condition and aligned correctly?
	a) Consult the ‘Notes’ section of the SLD. This will identify which poles have  hoods fitted. Once verified, check the condition of the hoods and that they are correctly aligned
	F5 | P5 Are the louvered hoods in good condition and aligned correctly?
	a) Consult the ‘Notes’ section of the SLD and the site equipment list. This will identify which poles have these hoods fitted.
	b) Once verified, check the condition of the hoods (for louvres ensure that there are no broken slats).
	c) Check that the hoods are correctly aligned. Consult the ‘Notes’ section of the SLD and the site equipment list and check that the louvres have the correct orientation. This means that if the Notes section on the SLD or the site equipment list state...
	d) Where the Notes section of the SLD and the site equipment list confirms a louvered hood has been fitted in an incorrect orientation, a fault should be raised to have the louvered hood re-fitted into the correct orientation. If unsure how to proceed...
	See Appendix 2 for photos and further explanation.
	F6 | P6  Is the site free from see through problems?
	a) Check that there are no see-through problems on site, where louvers have been fitted check these are effective in preventing the see through.
	b) The most likely occurrence of this is on pedestrian green man aspects at staggered crossings, where the Pedestrian Green appears in different stages. This problem can also occur with Vehicle Red & Amber Aspects as well. If this problem is identifie...
	c) If the problem is thought to be dangerous, the fault will need to be escalated as a priority.
	d) When raising the fault, include the signal phases and pole numbers at issue within the text.
	e) If the louvers are shown on the SLD and/or the timing sheet but are not present on site at the P.I, a maintenance fault will need to be raised for missing equipment.
	f) See Appendix 3 for photos and further explanation.
	F7 | P7  Are all Reg Signs (including secret signs) present, secure and working correct
	a) Consult the ‘Notes’ section of the SLD the SLD drawing and the site equipment list. This will identify which poles have regulatory signs on them and which type they are (the new style Takeover Certificate/Site Equipment List which shows equipment o...
	b) check they are present, are the correct type (correct legend), are secure, that the legend is aligned correctly, and they are working (illuminated).
	c) Check that the sign legend itself is not worn or faded. If it is then a fault will need to be raised to replace it.
	d) If there is more than one lamp in the signs. check that all lamps are illuminated (e.g. Plessey type reg signs).  Where there are switched secret signs, check they are operating correctly by changing the controller time of day.
	e) Check that they switch on and off at the correct times.
	F8 | P8 Are Blind Spot Safety Mirrors fitted, aligned correctly and in good condition?
	a) Consult the ‘Notes’ section of the SLD and the SLD drawing. This identify which poles have Blind Spot Safety Mirrors on them (the new style Takeover Certificate which shows equipment on a pole-by-pole basis also includes this).
	b) Check all the safety mirrors are present, that they are correctly aligned and are free from defects, especially those that could impair vision (for example a cracked mirror), and that they are clean.
	See Appendix 4 - Checking Alignment of Cycle Safety Mirrors.
	F9 | P9 Is the site free from foliage obstructing traffic signal visibility and/or detector operation?
	a) Check that aspects and detectors are not obscured by foliage.
	b) Consider the time of year that the P.I. is being carried out. For example, if it is winter it is likely that foliage may not be a problem at present but may be at other times of year when the branches have leaves on them. Raise a fault to have the ...
	c) Arrange the foliage to be cut back if there is a potential that growth will obscure signals before the next P.I. is due. The ‘Potential’ box needs to be ticked if there is foliage near to the traffic signals, but a fault does not need to be raised ...
	d) When a foliage fault has been raised to the borough (non-TLRN roads), the fault is left open and the fault revisited at periods of no greater than 28 days, until it can be confirmed from site that the foliage problem has been rectified. If the faul...
	e) If a foliage problem needs raising on a TLRN road, raise a fault to Investigation by Asset Operations Area Team stating the pole number that is affected.
	See Appendix 5 for photos and further explanation.
	F10 | P10 Are Audible / Tactile devices fitted and working correctly?
	a) Check the SLD (Notes), Timing Sheet and Takeover Certificate to see if Audibles, Tactiles or both are fitted and on which poles.
	b) For tactiles, check that the tactile rotating cone is present on the correct pole, and rotates when its corresponding Pedestrian Green appears. If the tactile is turning slowly, then it will need replacing as preventative maintenance.
	c) For Pelicans, ensure the tactile does not rotate on Pedestrian Flashing Green.
	d) Where tactiles are installed there should always be one on the right-hand side of the crossing, although some sites will have them on both sides (the notes section should tell you which PBs have tactiles). The tactile device should be fitted on the...
	e) For Audibles, check that the Audible is present on the correct pole, and that the volume of the Audible device is sufficient to be heard above background traffic noise.
	f) If the volume is considered to be too low or too loud (causing a nuisance), then the Audible volume will need to be adjusted to the correct level and re-checked with the push button door firmly shut. The Audible should also emit the correct sound. ...
	g) For Peek Pelicans, the audible should never be time switched as the audible shares the same driver output as the tactile and time switching the audible will also cause the tactile to be time switched as well.
	F11 | P11    Are all Push Button Units present and secure?
	a) Check the SLD, Timing Sheet and site equipment list and ensure that Push Buttons are present on the correct poles.
	b) Check that they are displaying the correct legend.
	c) Check they are securely attached to the pole, that they are free from any movement and are not damaged.
	F12 | P12      Is all the traffic control equipment clean?
	a) Check that all traffic control equipment is clean. Some problems include algae type growth, bird droppings and advertising stickers/posters.
	b) Dirt, cobwebs and dust should also be removed from the controller, ESP and signal equipment.
	F13 | P13     Are all pole caps present and secure?
	a) Check that all pole caps are present (the caps that are most likely to be missing are those on short (2 metre) poles.
	b) Check all the pole caps are secure and are fixed to the bolt (non short posts).
	c) On older type poles where the bolt comes through the pole cap, check that the nut and rubber grommet are present, as this is a common cause of water ingress into the pole cap.
	d) On 6 metre poles, carry out a visual inspection of the pole cap from the ground.
	e) Check that there are no visible gaps between the pole and the pole cap as this could cause water to get in.
	F14 | N/A       Is the site free from form any non-contractual equipment (if no identify in comments)?
	a) Check for any non-contractual equipment that is fitted to the traffic signals (for example ANPR cameras, bus barriers, etc.).
	b) Identify the type of equipment and if it is not on the SLD (either in comments or on the drawing itself) then an Investigation by Asset Operations Area Team fault will need to be raised.
	c) If any such equipment is present, check that it is in a safe condition. If this type of equipment is considered unsafe, raise a fault to Investigation by Asset Operations Area Team, include as much detail as possible in the fault text and email pho...
	F 15 | N/A       Is the non-contractual equipment fitted in safe condition?
	a) If any non-contractual equipment is present, check that it is in a safe condition.
	b) If this type of equipment is considered unsafe, raise a fault to Investigation by Asset Operations Area Team, include as much detail as possible in the fault text and email photos of the equipment.
	c) If the guard railings are damaged, report it to the relevant authority (Borough or TfL)
	F16 | P14      Is the site free from graffiti?
	a) Check that all equipment on site is free from graffiti.
	b) Any graffiti found, no matter how small will need reporting or removing.
	c) In cases where there is offensive graffiti or where the graffiti is in a language that cannot readily be translated, such that it may be offensive to speakers of that language; then the fault code ‘Graffiti Removal Urgent’ should be used. This also...
	F17 | P15     Is the site free from any cosmetic damage?
	a) This question deals with cosmetic damage and the condition of all equipment at site. The most common form of cosmetic damage is paint peeling from push buttons. Photos have been provided for guidance, so the P.I. engineer is familiar with the sever...
	b) Another common cosmetic damage fault is deterioration of the poles and brackets (rust).
	c) Check all backing boards are present, fitted correctly and are secure.
	d) Kopex tubing is often found to have detached from the hole in the bracket or pole.
	e) All equipment must be checked and verified as being in a good condition.
	f) Do not confuse cosmetic damage with damaged equipment. If equipment is damaged it needs to be reported as damaged, not cosmetic damage. For example, a cracked green aspect lens would be reported as:
	g) Cracked Green Aspect Lens Pole xx, where xx is the pole number.
	See Appendix 6 example, PBs with peeling paint.
	F18 | N/A      Is the controller, PJL and ESP wiring tagged?
	a) Check that all tagging is in place in the controller, PJL and ESP and is the correct type.
	b) ESP: There should be a red tag on the supply cable to the controller. This should have written on it ‘To Controller’. The CPC (yellow /green earth conductor) should also be tagged with a label which reads Safety Electrical Connection Do Not Remove....
	c) PJL: There should be a yellow tag on the cable which goes to the controller. This should have written on it ‘To Controller’/TFL. The incoming BT cable to the PJL (non-armoured and no gland fitted) should have a yellow tag with BT written on it.
	d) Controller: The incoming cable from the PJL to the controller should have a yellow tag on it. Written on it will be ‘To PJL’ If this cable is a direct feed from a BT pit (it will be non-armoured and not have a gland on it) the tag should have ‘BT’ ...
	e) There should be a Safety Electrical Connection label in the controller.
	f) All LV cables that go to poles should have red tags, with the pole numbers on the cable run written on them. Individual cores should have numbered identification on them.
	g) All ELV cables that go to poles should have yellow tags, with the pole numbers on the cable run written on them. Individual cores should have numbered identification on them.
	h) All link cables, to other controllers, should have a yellow tag on them, with the site number the cable is going to written on it. The individual tags should have numbered identification on them.
	i) All loop feeder cables should have a yellow tag on them with the loop name written on the tag, and the cores should have numbered identification on them, showing the scoot detection number.
	j) The cable to the IBus transceiver should have a yellow tag, with IBus written on it.
	k) PJL: The incoming BT cable into the PJL should have a yellow tag on it, with BT written on the tag.
	l) The cable from the PJL to the controller should have TFL written on one side, and To Controller (or an abbreviation of this) on the other side.
	m) Any communication link cables in the PJL to other sites should have TFL written on one side and the site number on the other.
	See Appendix 7 for photos.
	F19 | P16       Are the controller, PJL and ESP sealed and free from corrosion (including ducts and door seals) and equipment seated correctly?
	a) Check that all base seals are present and intact in the controller (including TCUG cabinet side doors), the PJL and the ESP.
	b) Check that all ducts in these items are sealed. If the duct is above the level of the base seal, then the duct will need wire wool and a foam seal applied. This applies to all ducts in any of the above, no matter what size it is.
	c) All of the above equipment needs to be checked for corrosion to ensure that the integrity of the equipment being sealed is not compromised through holes caused by rust or corrosion.
	d) You will need to check that all equipment is seated correctly (pay particular attention to controller PCBs).
	See Appendix 8 for duct sealing photos.
	F20 | P17     Are the controller, PJL and ESP free from vermin infestation?
	a) The main type of vermin to be aware of are rodents such as rats and mice. If vermin infestation is found, a fault needs to be raised immediately and an entry made in the hazard register.
	b) Other vermin to be aware of are false widow spiders (potentially dangerous, if allergic) or ants (likely to have compromised the base seal).
	F21 | N/A     Ensure the controller, PJL and ESP are clean and free from debris.
	a) The controller, PJL and ESP should have any debris removed.
	b) They should also be relatively clean and should have dirt and dust removed. Cobwebs or excessive amounts of dust/dirt should be removed along with bird droppings as this is a Health & Safety risk.
	F 22 | N/A        Ensure all locks, including bolts are present and working correctly.
	a) All locks in the controller, PJL, ESP and anything else with a locking mechanism (e.g. Pushbuttons or wide based poles) should be present and operational.
	b) check that the correct type bolt is in place (I have seen controller bolts used to secure PJL’s, which means that BT would not be able to open them).
	c) With Siemens T400 controllers the rubber grommet around the door bolt can be missing, which means the bolt can become separated from the door (this is probably why this type of door bolts are the most common ones that require replacing). If the gro...
	d) Ensure the manual panel locks are not painted over.
	F 23| P18 Is all Above Ground Detection aligned correctly and secure?
	a) Check that any Above Ground Detection is aligned correctly so that it detects what it was designed and installed for. For example, an IRD that is used for stop line detection should be aligned so that vehicles are detected 2 metres from the stop line.
	b) Where there are cycle boxes with pre stop lines then this 2 metres should be from the Pre-Stop Line (you will carry out more detector operational checks later on in the P.I. under Handset/Controller checks).
	c) Ensure that any Above Ground Detection is securely fixed by physically inspecting it.
	F24 | P19  Is video detection fitted, clean and secure?
	a) Any video detection needs to have its optical lens cleaned at every P.I, using a suitable cleaning agent.
	b) If it is being used for pedestrian detection, ensure that it detects within the entire tactile paving zone (this can usually be done by checking the red detect LED, whilst you are standing at different places on the tactile paving).
	c) Ensure that any Above Ground Detection is securely fixed by physically inspecting it.
	F25 | P20 Are all covers, pit lids and access panels free from defects and secure?
	a) Check all of the TfL pit lids that you can see, as well as any others shown on the SLD. Some of these may be a considerable distance from the controller and signals. ensure that none of the lids are a trip hazard. Access panels and covers will be f...
	b) Bus Beacon poles may also be a considerable distance from the controller. If a Bus Beacon pole is defective, then it will require removing and the SLD and Takeover Certificate updating.
	c) Check that the access panels are secured.

	4 Visual Inspection
	F26 | P21  Is the site equipment free from any Health & Safety risk?
	a) All site equipment must be checked to ensure it does not pose any Health & Safety risks.
	b) Pay attention to rusted poles or brackets, and any trip hazards (e.g. PJLs and pit lids). You will also need to report any defective railings etc.
	F27 | P22  Confirm the operation of the PE Cell (site dimming)
	a) If the site is equipped with a signal dimming facility (shown on the Timing Sheet), check that it is operational by covering the PE Cell and checking that the signals dim. It may take over 1 minute for the signals to dim, depending on the controlle...
	b) If there is no dimming on site, but the timing sheet shows dimming, raise a fault to Investigation by Asset Operations Area Team to have dimming removed from the timing sheet, or to clarify whether there should be dimming at site.
	F28 | N/A  Are all road markings clearly visible?
	a) Check that all road markings are clearly visible. This includes stop lines, pre stop lines and cycle legends, zig zags, box junction markings, chevrons and any other road markings e.g. lane arrows.
	b) Faults will need reporting immediately to the borough if non TLRN or to AOO if TLRN (raise an Investigation by Asset Operations Area Team fault)
	See appendix 9 for photos

	5  Site Documentation
	F1 | P1 Is a logbook present
	Check that the logbook is present. Provide a new one if logbook is not present or current one is nearly full
	F2 | P2  Is the documentation wallet present?
	Check the documentation wallet present. Provide a new one if the current one is defective or missing
	F3 | P3 Is the timing sheet present on site correct to SFM records?
	a) Print the current timing sheet from SFM, take it to site and leave it in the documentation wallet if it is a later issue than the one currently found at site.
	b) If the timing sheet is replaced, the old timing sheets will need removing from site. The timing sheet issue number needs recording in the box provided.
	c) If there are time switched Audibles on site, then the on and off times need to be shown in the remarks section of the Timing Sheet. The dimming voltage also needs to be shown correctly on the timing sheet. If any of the Data on the timing sheet is ...
	d) If the site is ELV ensure the correct dimming voltage is shown on the timing sheet.
	e) There may be a hand amended or shelved T/S on site which does not match the stored SFM version (after a commissioning for example). If this supersedes the version supplied, it should be left on site and a note made that issue XX on site after commi...
	See Appendix 16 for full timing sheet checks and guidance
	F4 | P4 Is the current SLD present?
	a) Print the current SLD (minimum A3 size), take it to site and leave it in the documentation wallet if it is a later issue than the one currently found at site.
	b) If the SLD is replaced, then the old SLD will need removing from site.
	c) Where there is an older SLD on site, but is a large A1 or A2 size, then this will need replacing with the current issue SLD (raise a fault).
	d) When there is no large SLD on site, a fault will need to be raised for one to be provided (either A1 or A2 size). A large size SLD (either A1 or A2) is required on sites where ALL of the data contained on an A3 size SLD cannot be easily read.
	e) A3 size SLD would normally be okay on Standalone Pedestrian Crossings (large size would be needed if speed loops, SCOOT etc on site), and a larger size SLD (A1 or A2) would be required at junctions . This will need to be determined by the P.I engin...
	f) It is not expected that large scale SLD are taken to site at every P.I (this would be a waste of resources) but would expect a fault to be raised (Documentation Missing From Site), following a P.I, if a large size SLD is required.
	g) The SLD issue number needs recording in the box provided.
	h) If any of the information on the supplied or existing SLD is illegible or ambiguous, the current SLD should remain on site and a Investigation by Asset Operations Area Team fault should be raised quoting the SLD number in the fault text. If a colou...
	F5 | N/A Is the site layout in accordance with the SLD?
	a) check that the SLD is correct to the site layout. This includes:
	a. All equipment on site is shown on the SLD.
	b. Bus beacon poles are still present when they are on the SLD.
	c. SCOOT detection is in the correct position and ducting pits are correct.
	b) Check the notes and ensure that the comments made are correct. The notes part of the SLD includes things such as Louvre’s, backing boards, non-standard pole sizes, tactiles, audibles and pushbutton information.
	c) If the SLD is incorrect then a Drawing Does Not Match Site fault will need to be raised, Corrections to the SLD should be made in red pen and a photo of this uploaded to SFM and attached to the site.
	See Appendix 14 for full SLD checks and guidance.
	F6 | N/A Are all road markings as shown on SLD?
	a) Check that all road markings are as shown on the SLD. Pay attention if pre cycle box stop lines are on site, but not on the SLD. If this is found, then a  Investigation by Asset Operations Area Team fault will need to be raised. The AOO will then r...
	b) If the road markings on the SLD are incorrect, a Drawing Does Not Match Site fault will need to be raised. Corrections to the SLD should be made in red pen and a photo of this uploaded to SFM and attached to the site. Road Marking Guidance is avail...
	See Appendix 14 for full SLD checks and guidance.
	F7 | N/A  Is TfL spec Present (applies only to junctions)?
	a) On junctions only, check that there is a TfL spec in the documentation wallet, and that it is eligible with no missing pages. The issue number needs to be recorded in the box provided
	b) Do not confuse the TfL spec with the manufacturer’s controller spec."
	c) If no spec is present, then one will need to be delivered to site. Consult with the ITSO team to obtain this or ensure the correct one is delivered to site.
	F8 | P5 Is the manufacturer’s controller spec present?
	a) Check that there is a manufacturer’s controller spec in the documentation wallet, and that it is eligible with no missing pages. The configuration and issue number need to be recorded in the boxes provided.
	b) Later on, in the P.I, check that this number matches what is running in the controller. It is not acceptable to write over this configuration number in pen so that it matches the configuration in the controller.
	c) Do not confuse the manufacturer’s controller spec with the TfL spec."
	d) If no spec is present, one will need to be delivered to site. Consult with the ITSO team to obtain this.
	F9  Is a RAM sheet present (provide one if none present)
	a) Ensure there is a RAM sheet in the documentation wallet, and that it is in good condition.
	b) Provide one if there is no RAM sheet or the one at site is in poor condition. If replacing an existing RAM sheet, ensure all RAM changes are transferred to the new sheet. On standalone pedestrian controllers it is acceptable for no RAM sheet to be ...
	c) Pay particular attention to the RAM sheet on standalone Peek pedestrian controllers as there will always be entries on the RAM sheet.
	See appendix 16 for RAM Guidance
	F10 Is the loop identification card present and correct?
	a) If there are loop PCB detector packs in the controller then there should be an accompanying loop identification card, which needs to be in a clear plastic wallet.
	b) One identification card with wallet is required for two detector packs. All of the required details should be entered on the card, which includes the location of the loop and the distance from the stop line.
	c) Ensure that the card and wallet are present, and all of the details entered on it are correct.
	d) Ensure that a loop ID card is present, not the Magnetometer version and that it is in a CD wallet style plastic cover."
	F11 Is the Magnetometer card present and correct?
	a) If there are Magnetometers on site, then there will be Magnetometer Interface PCB’s present.
	b) There should be an accompanying Magnetometer identification card, which needs to be in a clear plastic wallet. One identification card is needed for every two Magnetometer interface PCB’s. All of the required details should be entered on the card, ...
	c) Ensure that the card and wallet are present, and all of the details entered on it are correct.
	d) Ensure that a Magnetometer ID card is present not a loop version and that it is in a CD wallet style plastic cover.
	F12 Remove old issue paperwork and tidy remainder into document wallet

	6  Handset/Controller Checks
	F1 | P1 Check all detection / inputs insert the correct demands
	a) check that the detector state changes when a demand is inserted.  For example, on a Siemens controller, view the appropriate IOP port and view the correct i/o bit, and see that its state changes when a demand is inserted. Do this for every detector...
	b) It’s become apparent that a number of detectors have been removed from DFM without having authorisation.  For this reason, check that every detector is DFM monitored as per controller spec.
	c) If detectors are found to be unmonitored in DFM due to a RAM change then DFM monitoring will need re enabling, except where it has been authorised by TfL.
	d) If it has been authorised by TfL, the RAM change will be in the historical amendments section on the timing sheet and on the RAM sheet in the controller. Depending on the type of controller different handset commands will be needed to check this. F...
	F2 | P2 Is all detection set to normal operation?
	a) Check that every detector is set to normal operation and has not been set to either PD or off. Different controllers use different commands for this. If the controller is Siemens, then all detectors should be set to 2 (normal Operation)
	b) If any detectors are set either PD (1) or off (0), investigate or raise a fault or an investigation by a maintenance engineer. Some likely causes for a detector not to be set to normal are:
	a. the detector may already be outstanding as faulty and has been set PD.
	b. The detection in question has never been installed and has been switched off (e.g. All red loops or Bus detectors)
	c) if this is the case then this RAM change should be recorded on the RAM sheet and on the timing sheet. If it is not on the timing sheet, a fault will need to be raised to Data Management. In some cases, a fault may need to be raised to Investigation...
	F3 | P3 Is the input sense correct for each detector (e.g. inverted for an on-crossing detector?)
	a) Check that the input sense is correct for every detector. On a Siemens controller if the detector is normally open circuit (a zero on IOP for non-detect and a 1 for detect) then IPS for that detector line should be = 0.
	b) If the detector is normally closed circuit (on crossing or kerbside detectors) which means on IOP you will see a 1for non detect and a 0 for detect, then IPS for this detector line should be =1 If the input sense is found to be incorrect you will n...
	F4 | P4 Ensure SCOOT detection is set up and working correctly
	a) Check this whether the detection for SCOOT is loop based or magnetometer type detection.
	b) Ensure that the detector is in the correct position as per SLD and that a detect state is seen when a vehicle passes over the relevant detector.
	c) If stationary traffic is observed, but no detection is seen on the controller input, or the loop card LED, check that the presence times are set up correctly on the detector card.
	d) The presence switch should be always be checked that it is in the correct position. For example, with a Siemens ST4S detector the Presence switch (marked P) on the front of the detector card should be set to the right.
	See Appendix 15.
	F5 | P5 Ensure the Speed Measurement Detection is working correctly
	a) This involves checking either Speed Assessment or Speed Discrimination loops
	b) If the speed loop measurement is integral to the controller then a handset command can be used to check whether the loop is working correctly. When you cannot use a handset command, a Soundmark Test Set will need to be used.
	c) It is unlikely that every P.I engineer will always be carrying one of these. If a Soundmark Test Set is required, and the P.I engineer does not have one, then a fault will need to be raised for a follow up, so the Speed Loop operation is checked.
	d) When checking these loops, ensure that detect on the handset or test set corresponds with vehicles passing over the corresponding loops.
	F6 | P6 Is the timetable for Audibles as per the Specification/RAM Sheet
	a) Check if the Audibles are timetabled to switch on and off. This will be shown in the controller spec RAM sheet or Timing Sheet (in the comments section)
	b) If the Audibles are timetabled, ensure that they switch on and off at the correct times If they do not you will need to rectify this or raise a fault for a follow up.
	c) If the Audibles are time switched and the on/off times are not in the remarks section of the Timing Sheet, then a fault will need to be raised to SFM Data Management stating the on and off times.
	See Appendix 16 for Guidance.
	F7 | N/A Ensure all RAM Data is correct to the latest Specification / RAM sheet.
	a) If there are RAM changes recorded on either the RAM sheet or Timing Sheet, check that these are still in the controller.
	b) If a controller configuration change has occurred since the date of the RAM changes then it is likely that they are no longer RAM changes and are incorporated in the new configuration, or they are no longer required.
	c) If the changes are still on the RAM sheet but a controller configuration (prom) change has occurred, raise a fault to Investigation by Asset Operations Area Team for clarification as to whether these RAM changes are still required.
	d) When raising the fault,  list the RAM changes, the date and who entered them.
	See Appendix 16 for RAM Guidance.
	F8 | P7 Ensure all timings are as per the timing sheet
	a) All controller timings need to be checked whether the site is UTC or not. On a junction these include all Max timings (including alternate MAX’s), Mins, blackout periods and all Intergreens. Particular attention must be paid to standalone pedestria...
	b) Timings are set up as RAM changes. Ensure that all of these timings correspond with the Timing Sheet.
	c) If timings are greater in the controller than on the Timing Sheet, do not alter them, as this may compromise safety. Raise a fault to Investigation by Asset Operations Area Team for clarification, stating what times you found in the controller comp...
	d) If the value found in the controller is smaller than that on the timing sheet, alter the timings to those on the timing sheet.
	See Appendix 16 for Timing Check Guidance.
	F9 | P8 Ensure all timetable entries are as per the latest timing sheet
	a) If there are any timetable entries on the timing sheet (in the remarks section, under comments), check that the timetable entries are still present in the controller and operate correctly.
	b) The most common timetable entry will be to switch Audibles off and then on again (checked earlier). Timetable entries can also be used for other events, one example is to switch secret signs on and off at certain times.
	c) Change the TOD in the controller to ensure that the Secret Signs switch off and on at the correct times. When the check is complete, ensure that the correct TOD is re-entered.
	d) Check any controller timetable entries shown on the Timing Sheet are correct. These are normally only on junctions and are shown at the top of page 3 on the Timing Sheet and are usually for the times and days when CLF or Alternate Max Times occur.
	See Appendix 16 for Timing Check Guidance.
	F10 | P9       Ensure controller clock settings and dates are correct
	a) Check that these are correct. If either are found to be incorrect, change to the correct time and date.
	b) If the time is incorrect by one hour, check that the clock retard and advance settings are correct.
	c) Check that the clock advance and retard times are set up in the controller correctly. Weeks 13 or 14 are acceptable for advance weeks, and weeks 43 or 44 are acceptable for retard weeks.
	d) Check that the controller is in the correct week using WEK=xx. Alternatively, use the CKA and CKR commands on a Siemens controller
	F11 | P10        Ensure the controller mode of operation is correct
	a) Check in the controller spec what mode the controller is running and ensure that the controller is running this mode by using the appropriate handset command For example on a Siemens type controller, enter MOD 0 to check the Mode of the first strea...
	b) Enter in the box provided.
	F12 | P11    Does the manufactures spec match the configuration running in the controller?
	a) Check the configuration on the covering page of the manufactures spec matches the configuration that is currently running in the controller. If it does not, raise a fault to have the correct spec delivered to site and the old one removed.
	b) A common error is that someone has overwritten the configuration number or issue on the front of the spec, so that it matches what is running in the controller. This does not make the spec match the configuration in the controller and a fault shoul...
	c) In regard to T400 standalone pedestrian controllers,  the number on the spec may not match the controller configuration This is because each batch of 10 controllers released by Siemens were given a different EM configuration number, but the spec de...
	d) With standalone Microsense controllers (MPC) there is no specific spec. Instead there should be a controller sheet which shows controller RAM configurations for that particular site.
	e) The configuration running in the controller needs to be recorded in the box provided.
	See appendix 10 for MPC Generic Spec Sheets.
	F13 | P12   Are the controller fault logs clear?
	a) Check that all controller fault logs are clear. This does not just mean the controller CPU.
	b) Check the fault logs of any ancillary equipment that is currently operational. This includes equipment such as OTU’s, IBus and IMU’s
	c) If faults are found in these logs, either rectify them and ensure the fault log status is clear or raise a fault on SFM.
	d) If a fault already exists on SFM, do not raise a fault.
	F14 For Standalone pedestrian crossings (only) confirm the operation and correct wiring of controller Red Lamp Monitoring
	a) Carry out a full Red Lamp Monitor test (the same as is done at commissioning). Firstly, on a given approach one red lamp will be removed. Check that this has been recorded in the controller’s fault log by using the appropriate handset command.
	b) Remove a second red lamp from the same approach. When the signals change to Vehicle Red, the signals should go out.
	c) Check that this has been recorded in the controller’s fault log. The lamps should then be replaced, the fault log reset, and the signals restored
	d) If the P.I engineer feels that the site is too busy at the time of the P.I, to carry out this check, then a P.I Requires 14 Day Follow Up fault needs to be raised, for this check to be done out at a suitable time. This is acceptable, but the check ...
	e) When carrying out a P.I audit, appropriate commands can be used in most cases to check that RLM has been done. Failure to carry out this check, at the P.I or subsequently, will always result in a Periodic Inspection Failed Quality Check fault being...
	F15 Is the ancillary equipment operating correctly (e.g. OMU, IMU)?
	a) Check that all ancillary equipment is operating correctly. This includes, but is not exclusive to, OMU’s, IMU’s OTU’s and IBus Gemini’s. The checks to be done include:
	b) OMU: Check that the serial lead (where applicable) is still connected to the controller CPU. Ring the line number for the OMU (should be on timing sheet) using your mobile phone and check that the OMU modem answers
	c) IMU: With the handset connected to the controller CPU, check communication with the IMU by using the relevant handset command. Check that the IMU is in the correct level by using appropriate handset command where applicable. Ring the line number fo...
	d) IPOTU:  Check that the serial lead is still connected and working by plugging in a handset or laptop to the IPOTU and communicate with the controller CPU.
	e) IBus: Check the unit is configured by using appropriate handset command If the site is a ‘X’ suffix site ensure that the serial lead is connected to the controller CPU, and that you can communicate with the controller whilst your handset or laptop ...
	F16 Are all changeable batteries less than 5.5 years old (i.e. if they are more than 5.5 years old they require replacement)?
	a) This check only applies to batteries that are changeable and are not fixed (i.e. soldered in place).
	b) Some examples of changeable batteries are Siemens T800 CPU RAM battery, IMU Last Gasp Battery, IBus Gemini Last Gasp Battery, IBus Gemini RAM battery, IPOTU Last Gasp Battery, IPOTU RAM Battery.
	c) If there is no date shown on the battery, then the controller or equipment installation date needs to be used, to ascertain the age of the battery, and this date written on the battery.
	d) If this date is over 5.5 years old, then the battery will require changing. When changing a battery, write the current month/year date either on the battery, or on a label and affix the label to the equipment. An example of where to use a label wou...
	e) Failure to put a date on a battery outer casing, will result in batteries being changed more frequently than required
	f) If a battery is only out of date, but there is no evidence that it is in a failed state and the P.I engineer does not have a replacement battery, then a Preventative Maintenance fault should be raised.
	g) If the battery is inoperable, the appropriate fault code should be used when raising a fault and not a Preventative Maintenance fault code.
	See appendix 11 for further guidance on Gemini IBus battery testing.
	F17 Ensure all replaceable batteries re labelled with an install date (use the controller install date if labels not present).
	a) Ensure all replaceable batteries have a date on them (see previous question for definitions and guidance)
	b) Battery dates should be displayed on:
	c) IPOTU; 2 batteries RAM and Last Gasp that need replacing every 5.5 years. Suggest putting a label on the front of the unit with the battery dates on.   Put the install date or the date of the first P.I (although this may result in a lot of batterie...
	d) IBus Gemini: If UTC, 1 battery needs changing (the RAM battery) every 5.5 years. If IMU lineshared,  both the Last Gasp Battery and the RAM battery need changing every 5.5 years. Put a label on the front of the unit with the battery dates on. Eithe...
	e) IMU: The last Gasp battery needs changing every 5.5 years. Put a label on the front of the battery with date on. Either put the install date or the date of the first P.I (although this may result in a lot of batteries being changed at the same time...
	f) Controller – Date required on CPU battery, if the RAM battery is changeable (at present only applies to Siemens range of controllers, but not T200 or T400 as these are soldered). Siemens T750 controllers will need a date label on the CPU outer case...

	a.  Electrical Checks
	F1 | N/A  Take the meter reading (for sites fitted with electricity meters)
	Where sites have meters fitted in the ESP then record the meter reading in the box provided
	F2 | N/A Check all wiring within the feeder pillar particularly for conductor condition, integrity of insulation and security of all anchorages barriers, termination/connections and components
	a) Check all of the above in the ESP.
	b) Some outer covers will need to be removed to carry out these checks. If any defects are found, then these needs reporting immediately.
	c) Checks can only be carried out by G39 trained staff. When carrying out these checks please ensure appropriate G39 PPE is worn.
	F3 | N/A Check all earth connections within the controller, ESP, and PJL (where fitted) are present and tightly secured.
	Check all earth connections within the controller, ESP, and PJL (where fitted) are present and tightly secured.\
	F4 | N/A Check all warning labels/circuit identification labels are not missing/damaged.
	a) The labels this refers to are the yellow safety electrical connection labels, warning label on the ESP door, tagging on mains cables in ESP and controller and any yellow or red ‘flags’ on armoured cables in the controller
	b) This is also addressed within Q18 in the  Visual Inspection section.
	F5 | N/A  Confirm the Earth Fault Loop Impedance at the maintenance socket is within tolerance (≤ 1.47Ω)
	a) Measure the EFLI at the maintenance socket. If you cannot take the reading at the maintenance socket, due to the type of meter being used causes the RCD to trip, take the reading at the Reg sign or Auxiliary supply.
	b) If the reading is greater than 1.47Ω, carry out further tests to ascertain why the reading is too high.
	c) Carry out an EFLI test at the ESP. If the reading is too high, a fault will need to be raised with the relevant supply company immediately.
	d) If the reading is ok at the ESP, but high at the maintenance socket, ascertain why and carry out repairs, so that the reading is no longer too high, or raise a fault immediately to your own company to follow up and resolve. This must be treated as ...
	e) Record the value of the EFLI at the maintenance socket in the box provided (record the value only and not the Ω’s symbol).
	f) When the EFLI is too high, carry out a risk assessment, as to whether the signals should be switched off. In doing this you will be carrying out a balance of probabilities, as to the risk of an accident occurring if the signals are switched off aga...
	g) An acceptable reading at the maintenance socket is 1.47Ω or less
	F6 | P1  Confirm the operation of the maintenance socket RCD- a) 0.5 x no trip
	a) Carry out the tests within the question in parts a to d and record the readings in the boxes provided where applicable.
	b) Enter numbers only and no other symbols or letters. If any of the findings result in the RCD being out of tolerance and thus failing the test, then the following action should be followed:
	c) In the first instance change the RCD and carry out the tests again.
	d) If the RCD cannot be changed during the P.I, a fault needs to be raised immediately to get the RCD replaced.
	e) When this occurs a large warning label should be attached to the maintenance sockets with the following warning ‘FAILED RCD DO NOT USE MAINTENANCE SOCKETS’. This should then be recorded on the hazard register. When the RCD has been replaced tests a...
	F7 | P2 Confirm the operation of the maintenance socket RCD- b) 1 x (≤200mS)
	a) See RCD-a).
	b) Record readings in boxes provided
	F8 | P3 Confirm the operation of the maintenance socket RCD- c) 5 x (≤40mS)
	a) See RCD-a).
	b) Record readings in boxes provided
	F9 | P4 Confirm the operation of the maintenance socket RCD- d) RCD trips by pushing the button
	a) See RCD-a).
	b) Remember to reset the RCD when finished a) to d)
	F10  Confirm the Earth Fault Loop Impedance at all LV push button front covers is within tolerance (detail any failures)
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